Abstract: Root pass manufacturing in automated welding is still a challenge when the backing plate is not feasible. Using the concept of bead formation in an original way, the GMAW (Gas Metal Arc Welding) switchback technique was assessed against linear movement as a means of facing this challenge. Experimental work was applied, keeping the process parametrization and joint configuration, so that only the switchback parameters were modified, i.e., the stroke lengths and speeds. Thermography was used to estimate the effect of the switchback parameters on bead formation. The results showed the potential of the switchback technique as a means of favoring weld pool control. Surprisingly, the operational gap range is not necessarily larger when switchback is applied. The strong influence of stroke lengths and speeds on the process performance was characterized. In general, the results showed that linear movement leads to larger pools and deeper penetrations, more adequate for gaps with no clearances. Shorter stroke lengths and slower stroke speeds (intermediate pool size) better suit root gaps that are not too wide, while longer stroke lengths and faster stroke speeds (smaller pool size, more easily sustainable) are applicable to larger root gaps.
Introduction
The root pass consists of the first weld bead deposited in a groove. Deposition of a root pass requires a greater ability of the welder, since it must guarantee penetration, consistently and without perforations. The aspect and quality of a root pass are dependent of the forces that act directly on the weld pool. When there are no backing strips, the weld pool is supported by the shear stress induced by the surface tension gradient, which causes the liquid metal to flow from the center of the pool surface towards the joint edges. Considering the flat position, the weld pool is pressed down by the force induced by the plasma jet, the Lorentz force, and the gravity force. In this way, the welding current and the size of the weld pool tend to govern the stability of the root pass. However, conceptually, the formation of a root pass happens at two continuous yet distinct stages.
At the first stage, the arc is over the pool, heating and melting the metal (groove metal and filler). In the case of flat position welding, the arc jet and the gravitational and electromagnetic forces, the last one to a lesser extent, act pressing down the pool (although the arc jet avoids the pool collapse in the case of overhead position). The pool itself is sustained inside the groove by surface tension, which demands less free surface energy between the surrounding non-molten metal and the pool
The switchback technique consists of the periodic oscillation of the torch, a consequence of the arc (heat source), along the longitudinal direction of the groove during the welding operation. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the arc cyclically moves forward with the weld pool along the joint by a certain linear amplitude, forming a first layer, so that it returns with a lesser length than that of the forward stroke over the previous layer. Because the torch passes several times in the same location, the weld pool is heated slowly. Therefore, depending on the welding energy as well as the forward and backward strokes lengths and speeds, solid, liquid, and/or mushy phases will coexist in greater or lesser volumes. The angle of the torch in relation to the welding direction (with the arc pushing or pulling the pool) is another essential variable of the process. The potential of the switchback technique in terms of root pass formation was reported for the first time likely by Yamane et al. [3] . The authors obtained stable beads for large root gaps (between 2.3 mm and 4.9 mm and misalignments between 0.1 and 2.8 mm) in V-groove joints and without backing plates, through the continuous control of switchback technique parameters and GMAW process parameters. Based on this result, Yamane et al. [4] carried out another work and proposed the use of the switchback technique to control bead height and root pass, but this time with narrow gap welding. They claimed that a stable back bead is formed, since the arc pre-heats the root edges when moving forwards. When the welding torch is moved backwards, a suitable bead height is formed. In this way, the technique has been shown to be able to produce stable root passes also for narrow gap welding, provided that a suitable combination of switchback parameters is used. For this, numerical simulations were performed to obtain the adequate length of the course.
Further simulation studies on the switchback technique were realized by Kaneko et al. [5, 6] in butt joints with thin plates. Heat conduction analysis was carried out to investigate the effect of the travel speed, as well as the backward stroke length of the torch on the weld pool. When the travel speed of the forward stroke was faster than that of the backward stroke, the weld pool length became shorter than a constant travel speed. On the other hand, if the backward stroke length became longer than half of the forward stroke length, continuous root passes could be obtained, regardless of such a disturbance as fluctuation of the arc length. Teixeira et al. [7] used experiments to study the switchback parametrization. The found operational envelope for the GMAW process with switchback was established with low values of speeds and lengths of forward and backward strokes.
In order to improve control of the root pass in welding without backing plates, Yamane et al. [8] designed and applied a cooperative control to integrate a robot, a welding power source, and a wire feed unit, so that the movements of the robot were adaptatively adjusted according to a root gap variation. Good quality welds were obtained by the control system. In other publications, Yamane et al. [9, 10] gave more details of a switchback application in a V-groove joint with a root gap from 2 to 4 mm, without a backing plate. The assumption was that if the torch was rapidly moved forward, the heat source from the weld pool would disappear quickly and the temperature of the The potential of the switchback technique in terms of root pass formation was reported for the first time likely by Yamane et al. [3] . The authors obtained stable beads for large root gaps (between 2.3 mm and 4.9 mm and misalignments between 0.1 and 2.8 mm) in V-groove joints and without backing plates, through the continuous control of switchback technique parameters and GMAW process parameters. Based on this result, Yamane et al. [4] carried out another work and proposed the use of the switchback technique to control bead height and root pass, but this time with narrow gap welding. They claimed that a stable back bead is formed, since the arc pre-heats the root edges when moving forwards. When the welding torch is moved backwards, a suitable bead height is formed. In this way, the technique has been shown to be able to produce stable root passes also for narrow gap welding, provided that a suitable combination of switchback parameters is used. For this, numerical simulations were performed to obtain the adequate length of the course.
In order to improve control of the root pass in welding without backing plates, Yamane et al. [8] designed and applied a cooperative control to integrate a robot, a welding power source, and a wire feed unit, so that the movements of the robot were adaptatively adjusted according to a root gap variation. Good quality welds were obtained by the control system. In other publications, Yamane et al. [9, 10] gave more details of a switchback application in a V-groove joint with a root gap from 2 to 4 mm, without a backing plate. The assumption was that if the torch was rapidly moved forward, the heat source from the weld pool would disappear quickly and the temperature of the weld pool would fall, preventing burn-through. Therefore, in terms of the switchback technique, the proposed welding procedures were performed in two stages. In the first stage, the welding torch performed the forward and reverse strokes with high speeds, depositing the molten material only on the walls of the joint.
Thereafter, a new forward stroke was performed with the same prior length, however, with a reduced speed capable of merging and joining the previously deposited material on the walls of the joint. Thus, due to successfully combining the switchback technique with a transverse oscillation and a pulsed current GMAW, a good root pass could be obtained by setting an appropriate amplitude for the torch oscillation.
In order to improve control of the weld pool, Scotti et al. [11] registered a patent for a switchback welding device using the GMAW process. In this device, the weld pool control is performed by changing the operational mode of the process (polarity and/or metallic transfer) in synchrony with the position of the torch in the joint. However, unlike Yamane et al. [9, 10] , in which the torch oscillated transversely at the same time as the switchback movement, this device causes the torch to first travel one side of the groove face during the forward movement, changing to the other side in a backward movement, and concluding the cycle at the center of the groove with another forward movement. In this control device, the forward and backward lengths were the same. During displacement on the groove sides, the device makes the power supply impose a higher arc energy, while during the displacement over the center of the groove (root centerline), the control changes the operational mode to a lower energy. In this way, the device contributed to a greater heat distribution and control of the viscosity of the weld pool, avoiding the collapse of the same in different geometric tolerances in the root gap, either by misalignment or unevenness.
The possibility of increasing the limit travel speed in fillet welds (overspeed leads to a humping formation) has been also appointed as a beneficial characteristic of switchback. Aiming to use GMAW switchback to increase production with quality, Bonacorso et al. [12] compared linear conventional and switchback trajectories (forward speed four times faster than the backward and with pool pushing movement). However, the results showed a non-significant increase in the production with the switchback technique (limit increase of only 5%). This result contrasts with that mentioned in the review by Almeida et al. [13] , where an increase of up to 60% in the limit travel speed was observed in the welding of a 3 mm thick steel overlap joint. Applying switchback to GTAW at high currents, Schwedersky et al. [14] showed that the incidence of humping-like discontinuities, typical of GTAW with high currents, was reduced. This improvement was clearer when the backward stroke length was more than half of the forward stroke length. Using thermography on the back of the plate, the authors suggested that the heat tends to penetrate into the plate less when switchback is applied, following the same trend observed in the simulations of Kaneko et al. [5, 6] .
As seen above, despite the fact that GMAW switchback has been acknowledged for some years, there is not much information in current literature about this technique and its application is unknown in the industrial environment. One reason for this fact would be the lack of robust information on parametrization, for example, about the reliability of the technique to manufacture root passes in butt joints with a variable root gap. Therefore, the objective of this work was to experimentally determine the potential gain in root gap tolerances (operational gap range) when switchback replaces the conventional linear progression welding (a typical application of GMAW), with the view of pool formation at the root pass.
Materials and Methods

Experimental Planning to Evaluate the Effect of Stroke Lengths and Speeds on the Operational Gap Range Limits
The methodology to reach the objective of this work was to comparatively weld butt welds (I joint) with a progressively increased root gap, using either switchback or the conventional linear movement techniques. During welding, switchback parameters were changed in order to optimize the weld pool control, as proposed and fundamentally explained in the introduction section. The criterion was to determine and compare the range size of the gap that each technique could perform without losing root pass quality, i.e., the root gap tolerance. In addition, a thermal analysis of each technique was implemented as a support to explain the results.
A robotic system moved the torch in both conditions, i.e., with switchback and with linear movements. All the welds were carried out by using the GMAW process, with the pulsed current at a low average value (145 A), to make root pass feasible. Table 1 presents the pulsed current parameters applied in this study. An AWS (American Welding Society) ER70S-6 wire (1.2 mm) was used as the filler metal. The arc was shielded by a gas blend of 95% Ar + 5% O 2 , at a flow rate of 15 l/min. The angle of the torch in relation to the welding direction was 15 • (pushing the pool), assuring a CTWD (contact tip to workpiece distance) of 18 mm, measured along the wire inclination. Therefore, during the switchback mode, the torch was pushing during the forward stroke and pulling during the backward stroke. The travel speed (TS) was kept constant at 4.2 mm/s. However, to establish comparisons with the conventional condition, the concept of equivalent travel speed (TS eq ), which is the combination of the forward and backward stroke speeds to deposit a bead with same length and time as the conventional condition, was applied to the switchback technique. The remaining parameters and variables were kept constant. The test coupons were composed of two plain carbon steel (AISI 1020) bars, 140 mm × 50 mm × 3.3 mm thick (no machining on the bar lateral surfaces), as illustrated in Figure 2 . Each bar was sand blasted and tack welded at the ends to get different gap ranges, nominally starting from an initial narrow root gap (f 1 ) and increasing to a final larger root gap (f 2 ). Due to the tack welds at the test coupon ends, the effective variation of the root gap happened in a test coupon length of 100 mm. If in that range of root gap a bead without irregularities was obtained, new test coupons would be welded from a gap slightly narrower (to verify repeatability) than the final root gap in which an accepted root was observed. For analysis of the test coupons, two parameters were evaluated: a minimum operational opening (F min ), which corresponded to the root gap value from which a total penetration was reached; and a maximum operational opening (F max ), which corresponded to the maximum root gap value achieved without any surface irregularities or burn throughs becoming apparent.
without losing root pass quality, i.e., the root gap tolerance. In addition, a thermal analysis of each technique was implemented as a support to explain the results. A robotic system moved the torch in both conditions, i.e., with switchback and with linear movements. All the welds were carried out by using the GMAW process, with the pulsed current at a low average value (145 A), to make root pass feasible. Table 1 presents the pulsed current parameters applied in this study. An AWS (American Welding Society) ER70S-6 wire (1.2 mm) was used as the filler metal. The arc was shielded by a gas blend of 95% Ar + 5% O2, at a flow rate of 15 l/min. The angle of the torch in relation to the welding direction was 15° (pushing the pool), assuring a CTWD (contact tip to workpiece distance) of 18 mm, measured along the wire inclination. Therefore, during the switchback mode, the torch was pushing during the forward stroke and pulling during the backward stroke. The travel speed (TS) was kept constant at 4.2 mm/s. However, to establish comparisons with the conventional condition, the concept of equivalent travel speed (TSeq), which is the combination of the forward and backward stroke speeds to deposit a bead with same length and time as the conventional condition, was applied to the switchback technique. The remaining parameters and variables were kept constant. Table 1 . Pulsed parametrization for the gas metal arc welding (GMAW) process.
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The test coupons were composed of two plain carbon steel (AISI 1020) bars, 140 mm × 50 mm × 3.3 mm thick (no machining on the bar lateral surfaces), as illustrated in Figure 2 . Each bar was sand blasted and tack welded at the ends to get different gap ranges, nominally starting from an initial narrow root gap (f1) and increasing to a final larger root gap (f2). Due to the tack welds at the test coupon ends, the effective variation of the root gap happened in a test coupon length of 100 mm. If in that range of root gap a bead without irregularities was obtained, new test coupons would be welded from a gap slightly narrower (to verify repeatability) than the final root gap in which an accepted root was observed. For analysis of the test coupons, two parameters were evaluated: a minimum operational opening (Fmin), which corresponded to the root gap value from which a total penetration was reached; and a maximum operational opening (Fmax), which corresponded to the maximum root gap value achieved without any surface irregularities or burn throughs becoming apparent. In order to evaluate the effect of the switchback technique on the weld pool control, an experimental plan was elaborated (Table 2) . In this planning, the experiments were coded as follows: "L" for linear movement (no switchback) and "SB" for switchback movement. As indicated in Table 2 , the linear condition was taken as the reference (conventional operational method). In this In order to evaluate the effect of the switchback technique on the weld pool control, an experimental plan was elaborated (Table 2) . In this planning, the experiments were coded as follows: "L" for linear movement (no switchback) and "SB" for switchback movement. As indicated in Table 2 , the linear condition was taken as the reference (conventional operational method). In this way, the forward and backward travel speeds (TS F and TS B , respectively) were adjusted to make the equivalent travel speed of the switchback experiments with the same value as the linear movement. The experiment 1SB was set with a longer forward stroke length (F) than backward stroke length (B), 30 mm and 20 mm (F = 1.5 B), respectively, yet keeping the same forward and backward stroke speeds (TS F = TS B ). In the other experiments (2SB to 6SB), the forward and backward stroke lengths were kept constant, but with F twice as long as B, and the variables under study were TS F and TS B . The variations in TS F and TS B were evaluated at three distinct modes, i.e., when the forward stroke speed was equal to the backward stroke speed (experiments 1SB and 2SB), when the forward stroke speed was less than the backward stroke speed (experiments 3SB and 4SB), and when the forward stroke speed was greater than the backward stroke speed (experiments 5SB and 6SB). 
Experimental Planning to Evaluate the Effect of Stroke Lengths and Speeds on the Size of the Weld Pool
In order to better understand the weld pool formation phenomenon when the switchback technique is present, video-thermography was applied. An FLIR (Forward Looking Infrared Radar) T440 camera was used, with an acquisition rate of 30 fps. The data compilation through the equipment software was carried out at the range of 200 • C to 1300 • C. The methodology was based on the comparison of thermal profile images and the maximum temperature from the back surface of the test coupons when the bead-on-plate depositions were welded, with or without switchback. With this approach, the effect of switchback parameters was qualitatively estimated by the size and shape of hottest area on the plate backside, assumed hereafter to be proportional (not the same) to the weld pool volume. This assumption is based on the fact that the arc energy was the same and test coupons had the same dimensions, consequently undergoing a similar heat flux. Furthermore, the maximum temperature was assessed as a means of quantifying the influence of the switchback parameters. It was also assumed that a larger pool volume would carry a higher heat content and that the distance from the pool bottom to the backside of the plate would turn shorter. Consequently, the temperature reached on the backside would also be higher.
The test coupons for this experimental phase were carbon steel plates (AISI 1020). The dimensions of the substrate were 200 × 50 × 4.6 mm. The reason for not working with gaps and a thinner plate, as done in Section 2, was based on the objective of this work stage. The use of gaps and/or a thinner plate would make the heat flux into the plate to be predominantly 2D, whereas a thicker plate would make the temperature at the plate backside very low. Both cases would lead the experimental condition to be not sensitive enough to stress out the effect of the switchback parameters.
GMA welding was carried out over the surface of the test coupons (bead-on-plate) by using a pulsed current, at a travel speed of 4.2 mm/s. The torch was positioned at an angle of 15 • , pushing the pool in the forward direction (and pulling during the backward stroke), keeping a CTWD (contact tip to work distance) of 18 mm, measured along the wire (1.2 mm AWS ER70S-6) inclination. The arc was shielded by a gas blend of 98% Ar + 2% O 2 , at a flow rate of 15 l/min. Table 3 presents the pulsed current parameters applied in this study. Only two typical switchback conditions were selected for the thermographic assessment, both with TS F > TS B , as presented in Table 4 . The switchback comparison was established between the long stroke lengths (T1SB) and short stroke lengths (T2SB). A condition with linear movement (no switchback) was also used as a reference (T1L). In addition, similar to Section 2, the travel and equivalent speeds took the same value, that is, 4.2 mm/s. Figure 3 presents the welded joints for the experiment without switchback technique (1L). In this condition, the root gaps varied from 0 to 2.5 mm, reached accumulatively after using three different test coupons. Based on this figure, full penetration happened from a minimum operational opening (F min ) of 0.3 mm and remained stable up to a maximum operational opening (F max ) of 1.7 mm. Therefore, the root gap tolerance was 1.4 mm (from 0.3 mm to 1.7 mm) for the process with linear movement. Figures 4 and 5 present the welded joints for the switchback experiments with forward stroke speed equal to the backward stroke speed (TSF = TSB). It is important to note that the bead appearance with switchback resembles a string of beads with overlap parts, as stated by Kaneko et al. [5] . For experiment 1SB (Figure 4) , which presented longer forward and backward stroke lengths, full penetration happened from a minimum operational opening (Fmin) of 1.7 mm and remained stable up Figures 4 and 5 present the welded joints for the switchback experiments with forward stroke speed equal to the backward stroke speed (TS F = TS B ). It is important to note that the bead appearance with switchback resembles a string of beads with overlap parts, as stated by Kaneko et al. [5] . For experiment 1SB (Figure 4) , which presented longer forward and backward stroke lengths, full penetration happened from a minimum operational opening (F min ) of 1.7 mm and remained stable up to a maximum operational opening (F max ) of 3.0 mm. For root gaps narrower than 1.7 mm, there was a lack of penetration, while for values above 3.0 mm, there was perforation. Thus, the condition with switchback 1SB provided a root gap tolerance of 1.3 mm (from 1.7 mm to 3.0 mm), which is approximately the same as the experiment 1L (1.4 mm) . However, the condition with linear movement (1L) was operational for narrower gaps (from 0.3 mm to 1.7 mm), while the condition with switchback movement and longer strokes (1SB) showed to be operational for wider gaps (from 1.7 mm to 3.0 mm). It is understood in this switchback condition the first stroke is colder than when linear movement is carried out, contributing to the stability of the root pass in wider gaps, where penetration is facilitated. 
Results and Discussion
Effect of Stroke Lengths and Speeds on the Operational Gap Range Limits
Figures 4 and 5 present the welded joints for the switchback experiments with forward stroke speed equal to the backward stroke speed (TSF = TSB). It is important to note that the bead appearance with switchback resembles a string of beads with overlap parts, as stated by Kaneko et al. [5] . For experiment 1SB (Figure 4) , which presented longer forward and backward stroke lengths, full penetration happened from a minimum operational opening (Fmin) of 1.7 mm and remained stable up to a maximum operational opening (Fmax) of 3.0 mm. For root gaps narrower than 1.7 mm, there was a lack of penetration, while for values above 3.0 mm, there was perforation. Thus, the condition with switchback 1SB provided a root gap tolerance of 1.3 mm (from 1.7 mm to 3.0 mm), which is approximately the same as the experiment 1L (1.4 mm) . However, the condition with linear movement (1L) was operational for narrower gaps (from 0.3 mm to 1.7 mm), while the condition with switchback movement and longer strokes (1SB) showed to be operational for wider gaps (from 1.7 mm to 3.0 mm). It is understood in this switchback condition the first stroke is colder than when linear movement is carried out, contributing to the stability of the root pass in wider gaps, where penetration is facilitated. In the case of experiment 2SB (Figure 5 ), when the forward and backward stroke lengths were significantly reduced and the condition TS F = TS B was maintained, full penetration happened from a root gap of 1.0 mm to 3.0 mm. Contrasting to experiment 1SB, there was also penetration for narrower gaps (<2.0 mm). Smaller stroke lengths resulted in a weld pool that was less elongated, and, therefore, hotter than condition 1SB, justifying the observed behavior. In addition, as well as experiment 1SB, experiment 2SB had a greater maximum operational opening than experiment 1L. However, it is worth noting that this condition presented a lack of penetration in some isolated points with root gaps less than 2.0 mm. Therefore, from a robustness point of view, F min was assumed for experiment 2SB to be 2.0 mm, with a root gap tolerance of 1.0 mm and F max of 3.0 mm.
The results up to now suggest that the switchback movement influences the quality of the root pass and the parameters of the technique play an important role in this phenomenon. This is the reason for planning the second and third experimental modes, i.e., with TS F < TS B (experiments 3SB and 4SB) and with TS F > TS B (experiments 5SB and 6SB). Figure 6 shows the welded joints from experiments 3SB and 4SB. The minimum and maximum operational openings were very similar (F min = 1.1 mm and F max = 2.5 mm), although the weld root was more regular for 4SB. Thus, the root gap tolerance was assumed to have reached 1.4 mm when the condition TS F < TS B was used. This value was approximately the same as that achieved by experiments 1L and 1SB (1.4 mm and 1.3 mm, respectively) and greater than that obtained with experiment 2SB (which was 1.0 mm). This means that, within the parameters evaluated, the conditions with TS F < TS B did not improve the performance of the technique in relation to the formation of the root pass. In the case of experiment 2SB ( Figure 5 ), when the forward and backward stroke lengths were significantly reduced and the condition TSF = TSB was maintained, full penetration happened from a root gap of 1.0 mm to 3.0 mm. Contrasting to experiment 1SB, there was also penetration for narrower gaps (<2.0 mm). Smaller stroke lengths resulted in a weld pool that was less elongated, and, therefore, hotter than condition 1SB, justifying the observed behavior. In addition, as well as experiment 1SB, experiment 2SB had a greater maximum operational opening than experiment 1L. However, it is worth noting that this condition presented a lack of penetration in some isolated points with root gaps less than 2.0 mm. Therefore, from a robustness point of view, Fmin was assumed for experiment 2SB to be 2.0 mm, with a root gap tolerance of 1.0 mm and Fmax of 3.0 mm.
The results up to now suggest that the switchback movement influences the quality of the root pass and the parameters of the technique play an important role in this phenomenon. This is the reason for planning the second and third experimental modes, i.e., with TSF ˂ TSB (experiments 3SB and 4SB) and with TSF > TSB (experiments 5SB and 6SB). Figure 6 are shown the welded joints from experiments 3SB and 4SB. The minimum and maximum operational openings were very similar (Fmin = 1.1 mm and Fmax = 2.5 mm), although the weld root was more regular for 4SB. Thus, the root gap tolerance was assumed to have reached 1.4 mm when the condition TSF ˂ TSB was used. This value was approximately the same as that achieved by experiments 1L and 1SB (1.4 mm and 1.3 mm, respectively) and greater than that obtained with experiment 2SB (which was 1.0 mm). This means that, within the parameters evaluated, the conditions with TSF ˂ TSB did not improve the performance of the technique in relation to the formation of the root pass. Figure 7, in turn, shows the experiments in which forward stroke speeds were faster than the backward stroke speeds (experiments 5SB and 6SB). For this setting, it was observed that Fmin = 1.7 mm and Fmax = 2.5 mm, resulting in a root gap tolerance of 0.8 mm. This tolerance is shorter than that obtained for the experiments with TSF < TSB (3SB and 4SB), with TSF = TSB (1SB and 2SB), and with linear movement (1L). In this way, within the parameters evaluated, the conditions with TSF > TSB did not improve the performance of the technique in relation to the formation of the root pass. Figure 7, in turn, shows the experiments in which forward stroke speeds were faster than the backward stroke speeds (experiments 5SB and 6SB). For this setting, it was observed that F min = 1.7 mm and F max = 2.5 mm, resulting in a root gap tolerance of 0.8 mm. This tolerance is shorter than that obtained for the experiments with TS F < TS B (3SB and 4SB), with TS F = TS B (1SB and 2SB), and with linear movement (1L). In this way, within the parameters evaluated, the conditions with TS F > TS B did not improve the performance of the technique in relation to the formation of the root pass. Figure 6 . Quantification of the operational gap range for experiments 3SB and 4SB (switchback torch movement), where TSF ˂ TSB. Figure 7 , in turn, shows the experiments in which forward stroke speeds were faster than the backward stroke speeds (experiments 5SB and 6SB). For this setting, it was observed that Fmin = 1.7 mm and Fmax = 2.5 mm, resulting in a root gap tolerance of 0.8 mm. This tolerance is shorter than that obtained for the experiments with TSF < TSB (3SB and 4SB), with TSF = TSB (1SB and 2SB), and with linear movement (1L). In this way, within the parameters evaluated, the conditions with TSF > TSB did not improve the performance of the technique in relation to the formation of the root pass. Table 5 displays a summary of the root gap ranges with full penetration for each tested condition. As seen in the mentioned table, in terms of root gap tolerance for the switchback conditions, the welded joints with a forward stroke speed lower than the backward stroke speed (3SB and 4SB) were those that presented root passes which were more stable, yet at the same level as one of the conditions with forward stroke speed equal to the backward stroke speed (1SB) and the condition with without application of the switchback (1L). On the other hand, based on results from elsewhere, improvements could be made through slight adjustments of the switchback parameters. According to the simulations carried out by Kaneko et al. [5, 6] , also in thin plate butt welding, and the results obtained by Schwedersky et al. [14] , using GTAW at high currents, if the backward stroke length became longer than half of the forward stroke length (B > F/2), continuous root passes could Table 5 displays a summary of the root gap ranges with full penetration for each tested condition. As seen in the mentioned table, in terms of root gap tolerance for the switchback conditions, the welded joints with a forward stroke speed lower than the backward stroke speed (3SB and 4SB) were those that presented root passes which were more stable, yet at the same level as one of the conditions with forward stroke speed equal to the backward stroke speed (1SB) and the condition with without application of the switchback (1L). On the other hand, based on results from elsewhere, improvements could be made through slight adjustments of the switchback parameters. According to the simulations carried out by Kaneko et al. [5, 6] , also in thin plate butt welding, and the results obtained by Schwedersky et al. [14] , using GTAW at high currents, if the backward stroke length became longer than half of the forward stroke length (B > F/2), continuous root passes could be obtained. In the present cases, the only condition that fulfilled this setting (B > F/2) was the 1SB experiment. If 1SB is compared with 2SB (also with TS F = TS B , yet with B = F/2), there is an operational gap enlargement. Table 5 . Summary of the outputs of the experiments, as planned in Table 2 . Note: Pulsed GMAW (AWS ER70S-6, Ar + 5% O 2 and CTWD of 18 mm, I m = 145 A and TS eq = 4.2 mm/s); F for forward stroke length (mm), B for backward stroke length (mm), F min for the root gap value from which a total penetration was reached, and F max for the maximum root gap value achieved without any surface irregularities or burn throughs becoming apparent.
Still based on Table 5 , comparing switchback (SB) and linear movement (1L) experiments, there is a considerable difference between the welded joints. The switchback, for same arc energy, is not able to reach full penetration when the root gap is too narrow. The reason for this behavior would be related to the high forward and backward stroke speeds used in relation to the travel speed of the linear movement experiment. A lower heat input in the first stroke (forward) decreases the digging power of the weld pool in the substrate and, consequently, the penetration. According to Kaneko et al. [5, 6] , this phenomenon also affects the shape of the pool-mainly the length. It is important to mention that in the present work, similar welding conditions to those used by Kaneko et al. [5] (I m , TS eq , Wire Feed Speed (WFS), stroke lengths and plate material) were applied, the differences being that the plate was slightly thicker and there were lower peak and base currents, as well as shorter peak and base durations. However, Kaneko et al. [5] stated that a higher root stability was observed for the condition of forward speeds faster than backward speeds (TS F > TS B ). These conditions are more similar to those of 5SB and 6SB, for which the operational gap ranges were the smallest. Nevertheless, Kaneko et al. [5] did not determine the operational gap range, which suggests that the relationship between TS F and TS B is not the governing parameter, at least not alone (the stroke lengths F and B must also be considered). Figure 8 illustrates the superficial aspects of the three bead-on-plate depositions performed at this stage of the work. The superficial aspect of the beads using switchback are uniformly scaled, in contrast to the bead using linear movement, which presents a smooth aspect (typical of pulsed GMAW). However, they are regular along the whole length, with the space between each scale proportional to the stroke lengths (T1SB is more spaced than T2SB). These characteristics support the assumption that stable weldments were performed using the three conditions of Table 4 . Figures 9-11, in turn, indicate the thermal profile on the backside of the plates for each deposition (T1L, T1SB, and T2SB, respectively) at three different welding positions (beginning, middle, and end of the bead), emphasizing the temporal progression of the welding torch. The hottest areas (rich red) were around 800 °C, surrounded by decrescent isotherms up to 200 °C (magenta). In general, the red and yellow areas of each condition remained the same size regardless the heat source position, showing that the weld reached the steady state from the beginning. However, the farther the heat source was from the welding starting point, the more elongated and enlarged were the isotherms related to lower temperatures (from heavy green towards light cyan, bright blue, and magenta), showing, as expected, a longer time to converge to an equilibrium final temperature of the Figures 9-11, in turn, indicate the thermal profile on the backside of the plates for each deposition (T1L, T1SB, and T2SB, respectively) at three different welding positions (beginning, middle, and end of the bead), emphasizing the temporal progression of the welding torch. The hottest areas (rich red) were around 800 • C, surrounded by decrescent isotherms up to 200 • C (magenta). In general, the red and yellow areas of each condition remained the same size regardless the heat source position, showing that the weld reached the steady state from the beginning. However, the farther the heat source was from the welding starting point, the more elongated and enlarged were the isotherms related to lower temperatures (from heavy green towards light cyan, bright blue, and magenta), showing, as expected, a longer time to converge to an equilibrium final temperature of the plate. As explained in the first paragraph of Section 3.1, the rich red isotherm was proportional to the weld pool size. Thereafter, the thermal profile analysis was concentrated in this area. After evaluating the isotherm format of the red areas, it is clear that the pool from the linear movement was larger than in the plates in which switchback was applied (although the bead volume was the same). The larger the stroke lengths and the faster stroke speeds (T1SB in relation to T2SB), the smaller the weld pool. For a better comparison, Figure 12 presents the area values corresponding to the red isotherm as the arc progressed with the welding torch under the conditions T1L, T1SB, and T2SB, where the suffixes F and B for switchback conditions indicate the measurements at the end of the forward and backward strokes, respectively. After evaluating the isotherm format of the red areas, it is clear that the pool from the linear movement was larger than in the plates in which switchback was applied (although the bead volume was the same). The larger the stroke lengths and the faster stroke speeds (T1SB in relation to T2SB), the smaller the weld pool. For a better comparison, Figure 12 presents the area values corresponding to the red isotherm as the arc progressed with the welding torch under the conditions T1L, T1SB, and T2SB, where the suffixes F and B for switchback conditions indicate the measurements at the end of the forward and backward strokes, respectively. Another way to see the effect of lengths and speeds on the bead formation is based on the maximum temperatures within the red isotherms. Figure 13 presents the behavior of these temperatures along the time. As seen, a higher and slightly more uniform maximum temperature range was identified for the linear deposition in relation to switchback depositions. Deposits T1SB (switchback with F = 30 mm and B = 20 mm) and T2SB (switchback with F = 10 mm and B = 5 mm), in turn, had temperature variations in the form of ramps, which were associated with the switchback movements exerted by the welding torch (clearer for T1SB, lower backward stroke frequency). It should be noted that these values, although following a logical trend, are very close to each other. However, it should also be noted that these temperatures were measured on the plate underside. Thus, the heat had to cross more than half thickness of the plate to heat up that backside, distributing to a certain level before reaching the opposite face. In this way, it is envisaged that these differences would be greater if the temperature measurements were made on the top of the plates, although other sources of errors would appear. The same average temperatures, now discretized and plotted in Figure 14 , make clear not only the difference between the linear and switchback conditions, but also between long (T1SB) and shorter (T2SB) strokes. Another way to see the effect of lengths and speeds on the bead formation is based on the maximum temperatures within the red isotherms. Figure 13 presents the behavior of these temperatures along the time. As seen, a higher and slightly more uniform maximum temperature range was identified for the linear deposition in relation to switchback depositions. Deposits T1SB (switchback with F = 30 mm and B = 20 mm) and T2SB (switchback with F = 10 mm and B = 5 mm), in turn, had temperature variations in the form of ramps, which were associated with the switchback movements exerted by the welding torch (clearer for T1SB, lower backward stroke frequency). It should be noted that these values, although following a logical trend, are very close to each other. However, it should also be noted that these temperatures were measured on the plate underside. Thus, the heat had to cross more than half thickness of the plate to heat up that backside, distributing to a certain level before reaching the opposite face. In this way, it is envisaged that these differences would be greater if the temperature measurements were made on the top of the plates, although other sources of errors would appear. The same average temperatures, now discretized and plotted in Figure 14 , make clear not only the difference between the linear and switchback conditions, but also between long (T1SB) and shorter (T2SB) strokes. In summary, the linear movement produced larger pools and higher maximum temperatures on the backside of the plate than when switchback was used. By comparing the switchback with lesser lengths and speeds (T2SB) to that with higher lengths and speeds (T1SB), the first one presented larger pools and higher maximum temperatures. It is important to state that these results are in agreement with the simulations carried out by Kaneko et al. [5, 6] , when the forward stroke speed was faster than that of the backward stroke speed. According to them, the weld pool length became shorter with switchback than a constant travel speed. Schwedersky et al. [14] , also using thermography on the back of the plate, suggested that the heat tends to penetrate less into the plate when switchback is applied. In summary, the linear movement produced larger pools and higher maximum temperatures on the backside of the plate than when switchback was used. By comparing the switchback with lesser lengths and speeds (T2SB) to that with higher lengths and speeds (T1SB), the first one presented larger pools and higher maximum temperatures. It is important to state that these results are in agreement with the simulations carried out by Kaneko et al. [5, 6] , when the forward stroke speed was faster than that of the backward stroke speed. According to them, the weld pool length became shorter with switchback than a constant travel speed. Schwedersky et al. [14] , also using thermography on the back of the plate, suggested that the heat tends to penetrate less into the plate when switchback is applied. In summary, the linear movement produced larger pools and higher maximum temperatures on the backside of the plate than when switchback was used. By comparing the switchback with lesser lengths and speeds (T2SB) to that with higher lengths and speeds (T1SB), the first one presented larger pools and higher maximum temperatures. It is important to state that these results are in agreement with the simulations carried out by Kaneko et al. [5, 6] , when the forward stroke speed was faster than that of the backward stroke speed. According to them, the weld pool length became shorter with switchback than a constant travel speed. Schwedersky et al. [14] , also using thermography on the back of the plate, suggested that the heat tends to penetrate less into the plate when switchback is applied.
Effect of Stroke Lengths and Speeds on the Size of the Weld Pool
One can assume that hotter and larger weld pools would lead to slower cooling rates. Slower cooling rates at a high temperature, in turn, would keep a lower molten metal viscosity for a longer time, a fact that, along with a higher molten volume (higher gravity force), favors the pool collapse before solidification and makes it difficult to sustain it with wider gaps. This reasoning could explain the results of Section 2, in which the conditions with switchback reached wider root gaps (see Table 3 ). The higher temperature of the linear movement would justify the possibility of reaching full penetration with a very low gap opening. However, this reasoning by itself would not explain the variation in operational gap ranges for different switchback parameters. For instance, in terms of the switchback parameters, the condition of T2SB (Section 3) is very similar to condition 5SB (Section 2) which reaches wider root gaps, but also a gap range narrower than that with linear movement and other conditions in which TS F is smaller or equal to TS B . Thus, it becomes clear that there is a dependence between the stroke lengths and the stroke speeds in the influence of the switchback parameterization.
Conclusions
The results showed that the switchback technique can be successfully used to sustain the pool in the root of the joint with wider root gaps, although the operational gap range is not necessarily larger when switchback is applied. There is a strong influence and interaction of the values of the stroke lengths and stroke speeds on the process performance.
Nevertheless, in general, the results showed that for very narrow root gaps, the use of switchback does not seem to be the best option (linear movement leads to a larger weld pool to guarantee the total penetration). For intermediary root gaps, the best switchback conditions seem to be with shorter stroke lengths and slower stroke speeds (intermediate pool size), while for larger root gaps, the best switchback conditions seem to be with longer stroke lengths and faster stroke speeds (smaller pool size, more easily sustainable).
Based on these trends, an ideal welding system for butt welds with variable root gaps can be realized, in which a sensor would measure the gap ahead of the heat source, in order to have movement and parameters adaptively changed according to the root gap value. 
